
 

  

 

 

#Clearedtoland, Rahel Kindermann Leuthard, Sophie-Taeuber-Str. 8, 8050 Zürich 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
#CLEAREDTOLAND  

1. Scope 

The current general terms and conditions govern the contractual relationship between seminar participants and 
#clearedtoland, c/o Rahel Kindermann Leuthard, Sophie-Täuber-Strasse 8, 8050 Zurich. Any other general terms and 
conditions (GTCs) from the participants that conflict are null and void. 
 

2. Seminar Registration / Reservation resp. booking of keynotes and panel discussions  

Registration / reservation for #clearedtoland seminars resp. for keynotes and panel discussions takes place primarily 
via either email or telephone. In exceptional cases, a reservation may also be made in person. The customer is 
obligated to supply all information necessary for services to be provided. Reservations are confirmed via an email 
confirmation to the customer. Upon confirmation of the registration, the contract becomes binding. By registering for 
the seminar, the participant accepts the general terms and conditions of #clearedtoland. 
 

3. #clearedtoland Seminars resp. keynotes and panel discussions 

The #clearedtoland seminars plus the keynotes and panel discussions currently being offered are taken from the list 
of offers published on the #clearedtoland website. It encompasses all of the seminars, keynotes or panel discussions 
that are being conducted by the #clearedtoland team.  
 

4. Seminar Fees 

The seminar fee is charged per participant and per event. It includes the services specified on the website for the 
respective seminar. The applicable prices are specified according to the publications resp according to the actual offer. 
Payment is to be made in Swiss francs (CHF) upon receipt of invoice. #clearedtoland reserves the right to require 
prepayment.  
 

5. Changes and Cancellations  

#clearedtoland expressly reserves the right to make changes to the program at any time, as well as to replace or 
cancel a previously announced presenter. Such adjustments do not entitle participants to any reduction in seminar 
fees or to any other form of compensation. If a seminar must be cancelled or rescheduled for important reasons or due 
to force majeure, #clearedtoland must immediately inform the registered seminar participants. In this event, seminar 
participants may request a refund of the seminar fees. Reimbursement of additional costs (e.g., travel and overnight 
expenses) is expressly excluded, to the extent that legal regulations do not otherwise stipulate.  
 
6. Withdrawal  

 

For withdrawal of a client – unless there are diverting regulations which are previously contractually defined – the 
following applies:  

 

For seminars (inkl. keynotes and panel disucssions) that have been booked via Website resp. E-Mail:  

Should registered participants be unable to attend the seminar, they are authorized to send a replacement participant. 
In this event, no further costs will be incurred. #clearedtoland is, however, entitled to reject the replacement 
participant if that person does not meet the requirements for participants in the respective seminar. If the person 
registered withdraws from the seminar without naming a suitable replacement, the following cancellation fees apply:  

 

 In the event of withdrawal within 30 working days of the start of the seminar, a handling fee of 10% of the 
total seminar fee will be charged; 

 In the event of late withdrawal or non-attendance, the entire seminar fee will be charged.  



 

 

 

 

 

For company seminars / company workshops, the following applies:  

 In the event of withdrawal within 6 weeks to 30 working days prior to the start of the event, a booking may 
be cancelled in exchange for a handling fee of 50% of the agreed upon seminar / workshop fee 

 In the event of a later withdrawal, the entire seminar / workshop fee will be charged.  

 

Cancellations must always be in writing. Verbal cancellations will not be accepted. 

 

7. Copyright  

All seminar materials distributed by #clearedtoland are protected by copyright. Seminar participants receive a simple, 
non-transferable right of use for themselves. Changing seminar documents, whether partially, completely or 
editorially, as well as copying them, making them publicly accessible or distributing them on the internet or any other 
digital platform, or using them for commercial purposes, is prohibited. For all other uses, written permission from 
#clearedtoland must be secured in advance. Furthermore, we refer to our privacy policy (www.clearedtoland.ch). 
 

8. Data Protection 

#clearedtoland treats all personal data entrusted to us in accordance with the relevant data protection regulations in 
Switzerland. We process personal data in order to provide services, and if necessary, forward it to partners with 
whom we work in connection with seminar registration. Through their participation in seminars, participants hereby 
express their agreement. Participants have the right to view and/or delete their data at any time.  
 

9. Liability 

#clearedtoland is responsible for properly conducting the seminars offered. #clearedtoland’s liability is limited to 
gross negligence and intentional damages. In each case, liability is limited to the amount of the respective seminar fee. 
The #clearedtoland website contains links to third-party websites. #clearedtoland is not responsible for the contents 
of third-party websites, nor for any damage that might result from customer access of third-party websites. Visiting 
third-party websites is done exclusively at the customer’s own risk and for the customer's own use.  
 

10. Photographs 

#clearedtoland is permitted to take photographs of seminar participants within the context of the individual  
seminars. Participants hereby declare that they are in agreement with the use of these photographs for the purpose of 
advertising #clearedtoland seminars through the internet, social media, and/or other media or on its website. 
Attendees expressly agree that #clearedtoland may use the photographs for its internet presence. 
 

11. Final Provisions  

In the event that individual provisions of the current GTCs become unenforceable or invalid, the validity of the 
remaining provisions remains unaffected. The unenforceable or invalid provisions must be amended or replaced in 
such a way that they correspond as closely as possible to the purpose of the respective regulation. #clearedtoland 
reserves the right to amend their current GTCs at any time. This contract is exclusively subject to Swiss law. The 
exclusive place of jurisdiction for any possible disputes arising from this contract is Zurich.  
 
 
#clearedtoland, Zurich, 01/01/2020 


